
            

 
 

THE TIMELY TRANSFORMATION OF SUNDRY OBSERVATIONS IN AND METHODS AND PRINCIPLES OF 
DIVERS INDISPUTABLE MOTIONS OF BODIES INTO FIGGY NEW TONS OF PRINCIPIA ANIMATA GATE 

  
   I Just as when you collect fumes of sulfur you hold a deacon 
over a burner so bodies in motion thrown up in the air will stay up in 
the air until able to descend meaningfully.  
   II For as when you smell an odorless gas it is probably 
carbon monoxide so bodies in motion moving off a cliff will not fall if 
they do not look down.  
   III Thus as blood flows down one leg and up the other many 
bodies in motion are able to assume a hurtling through the night 
locomotive shape if baited long enough.  
   IV Just as mushrooms always grow in wet places because they 
look like umbrellas so bodies in motion turn blood red when furious 
and enjoy blasting appropriate smoke out their ears.  
   V For as artificial insemination is when the farmer does it to 
the cow instead of the bull so a body in motion can become hard 
black plastic that rolls like a bowling ball and receives three mystical 
holes as its flabbergasted antagonists turn into pins.  
   VI Thus as the pistol of a flower is its only protection against 
insects so your happy body in motion can pass through a solid wall 
newly painted to look like a tunnel entrance while your less fortunate 
body in motion will splat on the identical wall.  
   VII Just as the super saturated solution is the one which holds 
more than it can hold so a few cats and a few other select bodies in 
motion will frequently assume the shape of their containers.  
   VIII For as the equator is a menagerie lion running around the 
middle of the earth so the average body in motion passing through 
solid matter will leave a perfect outline of its perimeter on any solid 
material facia still available.  
   IX Thus as the vacuum is a large empty space where the Pope 
lives so the time required for a body in motion to fall off a building is 
greater than or equal to the time it takes for whatever body in motion 
that knocked it off to run down the stairs to catch or not catch the 
falling body in motion at the nadirical instant of its fall.  
   X Just as one wears a condominium to prevent contraception 
so laws of gravity are negated for bodies in motion by higher levels of 
fear especially at panic intervals when feet turn into eggbeaters.  
   XI For as a body in motion pulls the eye down over the nose 
to remove dust from the eye so stairs do not have to be visible to be 
ascended or descended or relaxed upon by Self-certain bodies.  
   XII Thus as it maybe a misconception when a woman believes 
consuming alcohol has no affect on her fetus so when bodies in 
motion die large red or black X’s appear on their eyes.  
   XIII Just as when bodies in motion following their bliss that 
have achieved bliss will emit beep of gasoline machine so when 
bodies in motion are hungry their friends turn into hamburger.  
   XIV For as sex, urination, and fecal elimination are unknown to 
bodies in motion so all eyeballs are always visible in the dark. 

   XV Thus as a body in motion may be flattened to a thickness 
of one inch by a steamroller and regain its former shape or any other 
shape so a body in motion swallowing a spoon will often retain the 
shape of the spoon in a sideways reconfiguration of its throat.  
   XVI Just as a body in motion may fill with air and expand into 
explosion then regain its former state so bodies in motion may 
ricochet off walls indefinitely into ever decreasing sizes.  
   XVII For as when bodies in motion sneeze feathers come off 
them or large buildings collapse so a body in motion’s parts separated 
from each other during explosion will reassemble in various 
arrangements albeit usually in their original arrangement.  
   XVIII Thus as a body in motion turned inside out loses all 
surface feature and only dusk filled outline remains so a body in 
motion in a state of infatuation is often able to float as small singing 
bodies in motion fly round its head chirping spring song.  
   XVIX Just as the eyeballs of bodies in motion assume spirals 
when hypnotized and dollar signs will appear in their eyes when greed 
is mentioned so a light bulb may appear over the heads of bodies in 
motion when an idea is more to them than mildly apparent.  
   XX For as bodies in motion are able to run under and through 
solid ground freely so the teeth and eyeballs of bodies in motion can 
leap in and out for exorbitant distances.  
   XXI Thus as bodies in motion exhibit a fluoroscopic skeleton 
when placing a finger in an electric socket so they may react to severe 
vicissitudes by seizure into an extremely tight wired coil.  
   XXII Just as when bodies in motion take in excess water and 
water jets rocket out their ears so if a like body in motion is bullet 
riddled water will spout out of its bullet holes.  
   XXIII For as bodies in motion are able to stop bullets from leav-
ing a gun barrel by sticking their finger in so if morally superior they 
may draw a hole on a wall and a lady, a tiger and an entire Roman 
circus newly converted to Christianity will parade out endlessly.  
   XXIV Thus as a falling safe flattens a body in motion only if the 
body in motion believes the safe is able to flatten it so extravagantly 
inner directed bodies in motion with lengthy auricle, extensive 
incisor, and posterior of cotton can never be killed.   
   XXV Therefore as bodies in meta motion germinate when they 
become naturalized Germans and then snake bitten rape themselves in 
blankets for shock so as speed increases bodies in motion will divide 
up into more than several different yet equal body locations at once 
and yelp stars shoine bright on shatter light boop boop a doop I taut I 
taw a puttee cat zipidy doo dah quoth the raven eat my shorts which 
way did he go george thanks for inviting me to your birthday party 
Donald don’t make me kick your ass this sucks change it you mean 
widdle wabbit I fights with the Finnish cause they eats me kïnïsh. 
Thee. The. The. That’s they’re here to save the world, folks.  

 


